
D2G DIY Instructions (Flooring)

Tools and Materials Needed

Tools
● Carpet knife or razor blade
● Tape Measure
● T Square or straight edge
● Chalk line
● Black permanent marker
● Table saw

Materials
● Razor or carpet blades
● Chalk for chalk line

Putting Green Turf (Custom Cut or Standard Size)

Custom Cut turf
If you ordered custom cut turf to perfectly fit your room, simply lay the turf out in the
desired orientation. If you find a cut that needs to be made please see steps below.

Standard size turf
there is always going to be a mandatory two sides that need to be cut / trimmed. In
order to do this follow the steps below:

Step 1 - Measure the Room
The first step is to measure your room width and length dimensions in three places. The
width dimensions include:

● Near the screen
● Middle of the turf area
● End of the turf area

The length dimensions include:
● Right side
● Middle
● Left side



Please write these six dimensions down on a simple sketch drawing. This process is
done to determine if your room is square.

Step 2 - Layout Turf Upside Down
Next you will want to layout your turf upside down and determine your flip direction. As
an example if your turf is upside down and you are making cuts on the right side of the
room this edge of the turf will end up being on the left side of the room.

Turf layout tips based on your room

1 Wall (open room / typically screen wall only)
- Center the turf (upside down) in the desired location

2, 3 or 4 Walls
- Flush the turf to two adjoining walls. In the case of a simulator room this would be the

screen wall and the left or right wall.

Step 3 - Cut Turf to Size

1 Wall (open room)
Using your original measurements, you will use your permanent marker and chalk line layout to
cut the turf on all four sides to the desired dimensions.

2, 3 or 4 Walls
Using your permanent marker, chalk line, razor blade and straight edge you will now cut the turf
according to your original dimensions. In order to do this, you will need to flush your turf to the
two adjoining wall (as mentioned above) and measure the dimensions off of those walls
accordingly. (Make sure you are thinking about your flip direction as you are marking the turf
that will end on the other side of the room - depending on your flip direction) Mark those
dimensions using your permanent marker in multiple places then attach the points using your
chalk line. Finally using your straight edge, you will cut along the chalk line.

Step 4 - Flip Over Turf

Flip over the turf that should now fit perfectly in your room.

Step 5 - Securing Your Floor (Optional)
You can secure your floor in any of the following ways:

● Glue
● Staples
● Screws

Please note - that whatever method you use can damage the floor underneath the putting
surface.



Still have questions?

Please email us at support@design2golf and our installation support team will get back to you
shortly.


